
OpenCL GPU acceleration additions to OpenColorIO 
 
To enable GPU acceleration of OpenColorIO using OpenCL, the OCIO::Processor object is now able to create OpenCL 
kernels that the host application can compile and use for processing buffers or images on an OpenCL device. The 
processing uses the same chain of operations as the CPU-based processing and so produces virtually identical results (as 
opposed to the OpenGL-based methods which for efficiency folds all LUT operations into a single low-resolution LUT, 
and therefore produces different results). 
 
To get OpenCL kernel source, call getGpuShaderText like you would for an OpenGL shader, but requesting OpenCL as 
the language to use instead of OpenGL. Then compile the kernel and use it to process images (as many as you need) 
before releasing all of the OpenCL resources. Unlike the single 3D LUT used for OpenGL (obtained using getGpuLut3D), 
there can be individual LUTs for any LUT operation done by the Processor. Therefore, new calls have been added to find 
out how many parameters there are, and to get their data. Use these to upload the LUT data to the OpenCL device 
before doing processing. 
 
OCIO::GpuShaderDesc additions 
OCIO::GpuShaderDesc::setLanguage(GpuLanguage lang): pass in OCIO::GPU_LANGUAGE_OCL_1_1. 
OCIO::GpuShaderDesc::setFunctionName(const char * name): pass in the name you want to use for the processing 
kernel. 
OCIO::GpuShaderDesc::setShaderImageType(ShaderImageType shaderImageType): select the type of memory object to 

process (OCIO::GpuShaderDesc::SHADERIMAGETYPE_IMAGE or 
OCIO::GpuShaderDesc::SHADERIMAGETYPE_BUFFER). 

 
Using the Processor::getNumGpuParameters method 
Call Processor::getNumGpuParameters(const GpuShaderDesc & shaderDesc) to find out how many LUT kernel 
parameters there are. There will be one for each LUT operation in the processor. 
 
Using the Processor::getGpuParameterData method 
For each GPU parameter, call Processor::getGpuParameterData(int index, const GpuShaderDesc & shaderDesc, int 
&argumentIndex, GpuParameterType &parameterType, long &width, long &height, long &depth, int &numChannels, 
const float* &parameterData) to get the argument index, parameter type (buffer or image), dimensions, and a pointer 
to the source data. Use this information to create the appropriate OpenCL memory object, upload the data to it, and set 
the kernel parameter to use it. The memory object should be not be released until you are done with the kernel. 
 
Parameter data types: 

OCIO::GPU_PARAMETER_TYPE_OCL_BUFFER Create and upload a buffer (e.g., using clCreateBuffer). The 
buffer size in bytes is the product of width, height, depth, 
number of channels, and sizeof(float). The buffer may be 
CL_MEM_READ_ONLY (but can be CL_MEM_READ_WRITE). 

OCIO::GPU_PARAMETER_TYPE_OCL_1DIMAGE Reserved for future use. Note: 1D images are not supported in 
OpenCL 1.1.  

OCIO::GPU_PARAMETER_TYPE_OCL_2DIMAGE Create and upload a 2D image (e.g. using clCreateImage2D) of 
size width and height. Depending on the number of channels, 
set cl_channel_order to one of CL_R, CL_RG, CL_RGB, or 
CL_RGBA (Note: currently only 4 channel images are used). Set 
cl_channel_type to CL_FLOAT. The 2D image may be 
CL_MEM_READ_ONLY (but can be CL_MEM_READ_WRITE). 

OCIO::GPU_PARAMETER_TYPE_OCL_3DIMAGE Create and upload a 3D image (e.g., using clCreateImage3D) of 
size width, height, and depth. Depending on the number of 
channels, set cl_channel_order to one of CL_R, CL_RG, CL_RGB, 
or CL_RGBA (Note: currently only 4 channel images are used). 
Set cl_channel_type to CL_FLOAT. The 3D image may be 
CL_MEM_READ_ONLY (but can be CL_MEM_READ_WRITE). 



 
Fixed kernel parameters 
In addition to the variable parameters used for operation data, there are fixed kernel parameter used to describe the 
processing to be done. 
 
For images (kernels generated with SHADERIMAGETYPE_IMAGE): 

Parameter 0: the cl_mem handle for the source image 
Parameter 1: the cl_mem handle for the destination image 
Parameter 2: the width of the image to process 
Parameter 3: the height of the image to process 

 
For buffers (kernels generated with SHADERIMAGETYPE_BUFFER): 

Parameter 0: the cl_mem handle for the buffer 
Parameter 1: the buffer layout vector described below 
Parameter 2: the width of the image to process 
Parameter 3: the height of the image to process 

 
The buffer layout vector is a cl_long8 which is used to store: 

s[0]: 0 if planar data or non-RGBA packed data, 1 if RGBA packed 
s[1]: the xStride in floats 
s[2]: the yStride in floats 
s[3]: the offset in floats from the start of the buffer to the green channel (not used if s[0] is 1) 
s[4]: the offset in floats from the start of the buffer to the blue channel (not used if s[0] is 1) 

 
Running the kernel 
Enqueue the kernel using a 2 dimensional NDRange, with a global size of at least width by height. Per the OpenCL 1.x 
requirements, if you use a non-null local work size the global size must be a multiple of it, which is why the actual width 
and height are passed as parameters to prevent access outside the image. 
 
OpenCL buffer requirements 
OpenCL buffers may contain packed or planar float RGBA data. The data is processed in-place (just like the OpenColorIO 
CPU path). 
 
OpenCL image requirements 
Source and destination OpenCL images must use an image_channel_data_type compatible with read_imagef and 
write_imagef (such as CL_UNORM_INT8, CL_UNORM_INT16, CL_HALF_FLOAT, or CL_FLOAT). The 
image_channel_order can be anything supported by your OpenCL device, but probably makes the most sense to be 
CL_RGBA for float images (or perhaps CL_BGRA on certain platforms for CL_UNORM_INT8 images). The source image 
and destination image format may differ.  
 
Sample code 
A sample application is provided which shows usage of the OpenCL additions. In particular, the GPUProcessor class 
handles fetching and building the kernel, creating any memory objects needed for LUTs, and has Process methods that 
runs the generated kernel on each of the supported image formats. Permission is given to re-use the GPUProcessor class 
or any code from the sample application. 
 
 


